AIDS. Donation of $1,800 to the Hardin Library for the purchase of materials on the acquired immunodeficiency syndrome. This grant makes materials available statewide to healthcare professionals. Gift of the College of Medicine, University of Iowa.

_Ars Moriendi_. Cologne, 1495. Gift of Dr. John Martin.


Browne, Sir Thomas. _A True and Full Copy of That Which Was Most Imperfectly and Surreptitiously Printed Before Under the Name of Religio Medici_. London, 1643. Gift of Dr. John Martin.


Harvey, William. _De Motu Cordis_. Frankfurt, 1628. Gift of Dr. John Martin.


International health materials. A grant of $2,700 to the Hardin Library for the purchase of materials on such subjects as tropical medicine. Gift of the Center for International and Comparative Studies, University of Iowa.


**Main Library**


Culinary history. More than 3000 volumes, including international cookery, Hungarian cookery, American cookery, and categories ranging from “aphrodisiacs” through “yogurt.” Gift of Chef Louis Szathmary.


Francis, Dorothy Brenner. Thirty-two books, including foreign translations, by the Iowa author of romance novels and children’s books. Gift of Dorothy Francis.

Keyes, Margaret N. Papers on historic preservation and The University of Iowa Department of Home Economics. Gift of Professor Keyes.

Macagno, Enzo. Seven monographs on Leonardian fluid mechanics. Gift of Professor Macagno.


Suckow, Ruth. Three boxes of correspondence, notebooks, and manuscripts of Iowa author Ruth Suckow and her husband Ferner Nuhn. Gift of the Estate of Ferner R. Nuhn.

